AASW see Australian Association of Social Workers
ABC model 73, 74, 423, 424
abnormal psychology 70
absent parents see non-residential parents
abuse
active 410
emotional 33, 140, 141
of older people 177
of people with learning disabilities 285–6
passive 410
sexual 32, 33, 60
symptoms of 153
victims of 144–5, 153, 425
see also child abuse, domestic violence
accountability 381–2, 395
Action on Elder Abuse 391
action techniques 373
actualizing tendency 76
actuarial assessment 337–8
administrative competence 314
adolescents 101–7
and adjustment 114
and anger 409
and antisocial behaviour 105
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and sexuality 61, 62
and social change 102–3
lifespan theory 102
promotion of resilience in 106
risk and vulnerability in 104–5
see also young people
adoptive
and attachment theory 419
and children’s sense of self 97
and family practices 443
and monetary auctions 24
by gays and lesbians 111
of black children by white families 39–40
adult social care 321, 323–4, 328–9, 388, 460
advocacy 346–7
and asylum seekers 305
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and people with learning disabilities 198
ethics of 347
knowledge and skills for 351
age assessment 219
ageing 121–4
extrinsic 122
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successful 123
see also older people
ageism 33, 161, 162, 179, 270
agency
and adolescents 102, 106
and children 132
and desistance from crime 437
aggression 74, 75, 410
aggessonogenic thinking 410
agrarian revolution 6
alcohol
effects of use 205
motivation to use 205–6
see also alcohol problems
alcohol problems 203–12
and social context 208–9
and social work practice 206–11, 291–6
assessment of 291–2
prevalence of 204
social behaviour and network therapy 469–71
withdrawal process 206
alterable variables 43
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) 292
alterable variables 43
alternative therapies 33
Alzheimer’s disease 123, 374
see also dementia
AMHPs see approved mental health professionals
anger management 409–11
anorexia nervosa 457
see also eating disorders
anthropology 444
anti-ageist practice 179
anti-discriminatory practice 195, 362, 392, 402, 433
anti-oppressive practice 209, 360, 362, 402, 414–16, 433
anti-racist practice 39
antisocial behaviour 105
antisocial personality disorder 425
anxiety disorders 184, 425, 482
approved mental health professionals (AMHPs) 275, 280, 389
Asperger’s Syndrome 424
assertiveness
development in children 93–4
training 411, 424
assessment 313–15
actuarial 337–8
and care management 323–6, 330
and signs of safety approach 467–8
clinical 336
in cognitive behavioural therapy 423
in crisis intervention 429
needs-led 261, 325, 327
of age in children 219
of alcohol and drug use 291–2
of disabled people 195, 261
of domestic violence 155, 243–4
of older people 269–70
of people with mental health problems 275
of quality of life 188–9
person-centred 269
see also risk assessment; self-assessment
asset model 106, 485
see also strengths-based approaches
asylum seekers 218–19
and mental health problems 303
and social work practice 299–306
unaccompanied children 299, 301
attachment
behaviours 418
concept of 417–18
figures 418
formation of 86–8
insecure 88–9, 418
patterns 88–9, 95, 419
secure 76, 88–9, 95, 97, 418
system 418
time 75–6, 225–7, 360, 417–19
attendance allowance 350
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 425
attributional biases 409
attributional errors 77
AUDIT see Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test
austerity 26, 218
see also economic crisis
Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW) 382–3
autonomy 93–4
BACP see British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
BASW see British Association of Social Workers
befriending 305
behaviour and brain 71
antisocial 105
challenging 421
criminal 72
mothering 86
origins of 430
sexual 57, 60–2, 64, 101, 110
violent 77, 336, 425
behavioural problems 59, 94, 113, 153, 350
see also challenging behaviour
behavioural therapy 424
behaviourism 72–3, 410, 420–2
benefits 51–2, 168, 199, 347–51
bereavement 176
model of disability 169
best practice 318, 356
bias 336, 339, 409
biological approach 71–2
births 52, 110
see also childbearing patterns
bisexual people 59, 61, 160–1, 164
black children 39–40
see also black people
black culture 38, 39, 42–3
black feminism 447
black people 40, 79
see also black children
black perspective 38, 42–3, 79
black social workers 42–3
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bonding 86
border control 215–17
brain 71
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP) 361
British Association of Social Workers (BASW) 382
British Crime Survey 207, 241
British Social Attitudes Survey 111
bureaucracy 26, 286, 316, 328
bureau professionalism 11
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care management 188, 321–30
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process of 322–4
strengths of 325–7
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weaknesses of 327
caregiving bond 418
care packages 249, 262, 322, 326
care planning 188, 317, 323–5
care programme approach (CPA) 275, 278, 325
carers and risk of health problems 162
breaks for 199
impact of care on 177
role of 388
women as 32–4, 60
case conferences 172, 237–8
case law 389–90
case management 188
case work 76
CBT see cognitive behavioural therapy
central nervous system 205
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challenging behaviour 421
see also behavioural problems
change, motivation for 450–3
chaos theory 490–1
charges for services 13
Charity Organisation Society (COS) 8, 344
charity work 8–10
checklists 171
child abuse 12, 139–47
and domestic violence 152, 244
and mental health in later life 71–2
and social work practice 231–9
causes of 141–4
consequences of 144–5
defined 140–1
emotional 140
explaining 236
identifying 232–5
interventions 145–7
investigations 390
physical 140, 152
prevalence of 141
responding to 237–8
sexual 60, 62, 140, 152
see also child neglect; child protection
childbearing patterns 49
see also births
childcare 43
  and women 32, 112
  private 21
  residential 11, 478
child deaths 26, 79, 144, 153, 339
childhood 93–8
  and adversity 144–5, 152
  see also infancy
Child Maintenance and Enforcement Commission 52
child neglect 140, 244
  consequences of 72, 144–5
child poverty 51, 113, 344
child protection 10, 139–40, 146–7, 154–5, 490
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  signs of safety approach 466–7
children
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  and anger 409–10
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  outcomes for 478
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  views and involvement of 132–3
  welfare of 389
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Children’s Guardians 133
child witnesses 73, 390
circular causality 489–90
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civil rights 195, 197, 337, 343
class see social class
classical conditioning 72
client-centred practice 77, 452
  see also person-centred practice
clinical assessment 336
clinical psychology 70, 72–5
codes
  of ethics 382–3
  of practice 391
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) 421, 423–5
cognitive behaviourism 74, 403, 410
cognitive development 74
cognitive dissonance 452
cognitive distortions 410
cognitive restructuring 423
cognitive shortcuts 77
cognitive theory 73–5, 77
cognitive therapy 424
cohabitation 48–9, 110, 111, 114, 129
collaborative working see inter-agency work; inter-professional practice; multi-agency work; multidisciplinary work
commissioning 250, 363
  see also contracting out
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  skills 357
community capacity building 194
community care 21–2, 195
  and care management 321–2, 326–7
  and gender 32–4
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| defence mechanisms | 75, 464 |
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| desistance theory | 435–7 |
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| development |
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| early | 85–6 |
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| developmentally oriented approaches | 403 |
| developmental psychology | 70, 74, 75, 85 |
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domestic violence 151–7
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and social work practice 241–7
and substance use 207
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feminist approach 245–6
interventions 154–6
narrative approach 246
person-centred approach 245
prevalence of 151–2, 241
supporting victims of 245–6
task-centred approach 245
domestic violence advisors 154
domestic violence courts 156
domestic violence protection orders (DVPOs) 244
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and social context 208–9
and social work practice 206–11, 291–6
assessment of use 291–2
effects of use 205
motivation to use 205–6
prevalence of use 204–5
social behaviour and network therapy 470–1
withdrawal process 206
duty of care 392
DVPOs see domestic violence protection orders
educational attainment 478
educational success 53, 143
ego 75
ego psychology 75
egocentricity 96, 410
electronic tagging 23
eligibility criteria 194, 261, 272, 327, 346
emergency protection orders (EPOs) 389–90
emotional abuse 33, 140, 141
emotional support 356
empathy 418, 451
empowering relationships 440
empowerment 270, 360, 433, 439–41
EPOs see emergency protection orders
equality 324, 325, 392–3
ethical dilemmas 61
ethics 379–85
and diversity 384–5
and politics 380
codes of 382–3
definition of 379
of care 384
postmodern 384
Statement of Principles 383–4
ethnic identity 41
ethnicity 37–9
and mental health 186
definitions of 37–8
ethnic matching 42
ethnic minorities
children from 39–41, 43
older people from 178
provision of services for 42–4, 198
unequal access to treatment 161
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European Union 217
evaluation
errors of 79
in cognitive behavioural therapy 423, 424
in signs of safety approach 468
in solution-focused brief therapy 481, 482
of budgets 461
of social work practice 312, 317–18
evidence-based practice 22, 69, 239, 316, 317, 402
exception questions 481
exo-systems 490
extraversion 72
extrinsic ageing 122
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FAInS see Family Advice and Information Service
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false consciousness 432–3
false negative predictions 336
false positive predictions 336
families 47–54, 116
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changes in 47–50, 103, 109–14
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removal of children from 8
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family law 115
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family systems theory 226–7
family systems therapy 489–90
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interaction with infants 86
non-residential 32, 52, 113, 131
role in children’s upbringing 115
fear of strangers 87
feedback loops 489
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and domestic violence 245–6
main streams in 446
financial crisis see austerity; economic crisis
form filling 328
foster care 450, 482
and attachment theory 89, 419
and children’s sense of self 97
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frailty 33, 63, 123, 180
fundamental attribution error 77
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gay rights movement 59
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and childcare 32
and community care 32–4
and domestic violence 152, 447–8
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gender identity 98
gender stereotypes 12, 33, 98
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genetic factors 72
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Gillick competence 101
globalization 13–14, 37
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local 23–4
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grief 226
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hierarchy
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  domestic 152, 242
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  discharge from 180, 249, 252–4
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human dignity 383
humanist psychology 76–7
human rights 383–4, 393
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id 75
identity crises 40, 41
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IFSW see International Federation of Social Workers
ill health 159–65
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  and old age 122–3, 175–6
  and poverty 53, 159–60, 344
  and relationship breakdown 113
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immigration 216–20
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  affecting speech 170
  distinguished from disability 169
  impact of living with 172, 194
  physical and sensory 259–64, 268
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incapacity benefit 199
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income maintenance 345–6
income support 51
incongruence 76
independent living 259, 459
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inequality 21, 26, 122, 402
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inter-professional practice 268, 364
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intervention 315–17
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intrinsic ageing 122
intrinsic value 451
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and social constructionism 474, 475
creating 433
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language
development 74
impact on problems 481
positive 481
law 387–95
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Law Commission 391
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learning theory 421
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and discrimination 160
and mental health problems 194
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and sexuality 61, 62
and social work practice 197–9, 283–8
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legal and strategic frameworks 194–7
prevalence of 194
women with 32, 33, 61
legal aid 394
legal duties 389, 395
legal powers 389, 395
lesbians 32, 61, 63, 65, 111, 160–1, 444
liberal feminism 446
life expectancy 159–60, 175
life road maps 314
lifespan theory 102
litigation 351
local government 23–4, 393
lone mothers 114–15
lone-parent families 50–3, 114
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loss 226, 362, 428
and children 130, 131, 187
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macro-systems 490
magical thinking 96
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 410
maintenance theory 449–50
managerialism 327–9, 346, 364
MARACs see multi-agency risk assessment conferences
market mechanisms 13, 22, 24, 321–2, 326, 404
marriage
decline in 49
gay 111, 444
traditional versus modern 110–11
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Marxist feminism 447
mate crime 199
maternal reform 435–6
maturity 103
mediation 133, 134, 304
memory 73, 87
mental capacity 195–7, 275, 389
mental disorders 72, 182, 186, 388
see also mental health; mental illness
mental health
and asylum seekers 303
and childhood adversity 418
and learning disabilities 194
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and substance use 207
and women 33, 153, 186
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  and homicide 188, 335
  and life events 186–8
  and risk assessment 279–80, 334, 335
  and social work practice 275–81
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meso-systems 490
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mind
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  relation to behaviour 420
  relation to body 71
miscommunication 357, 358
mixed economy of care 14, 322, 325
mixed-race children 41
modelling 74, 424
modernization 384
monogamy 111
moral reasoning 74
mother–child relationship 152–3, 155
‘motherese’ 87
mothering behaviour 86
mothers
  and ‘failure to protect’ children 154, 448
  and interaction with infants 86
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  lone 114–15
  teenage 32, 49
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motivation 436, 437
motivational interviewing 451–3
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multi-agency work 151, 154, 239, 301, 322
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multidisciplinary work 255–6, 326, 364
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multi-systemic therapy 490
Munro Review 328
narrative theory 436, 455–7
NASS see National Asylum Support Service
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National Association of Social Workers
  (NASW) 382
National Asylum Support Service (NASS) 299
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nature–nurture debate 72
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needs 77
needs-led assessment 261, 325, 327
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negative identification 40
neo-liberalism 22, 27, 313, 379, 479
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neuroticism 72
New Labour 22–3, 26, 53
New Right 12, 22
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NGOs see non-governmental organizations
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 12
non-molestation orders 244
non-residential parents 32, 52, 113, 131
‘normal’ families 49–50
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Novaco Model 411
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object permanence 87
object relations 75
obsessive compulsive disorder 425
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offenders 490
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  and substance use 207
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oppression 414–15, 432
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parental conflict 103, 113, 130
parental separation 112–13, 129–35
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parental stress 143
parental–child relationship 417
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